LINE SPECIFICATIONS

1. Street Name, 10'1" Standard Width
2. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
3. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
4. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
5. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
6. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
7. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
8. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
9. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width
10. Cross Lane, 10'1" Standard Width

DESIGNER NOTES:
1. Separate signing and marking sheets may be required at the discretion of the City.

NOTE:
1. Underground utilities have not been shown. For utility location, the contractor shall call 811.
2. Location of improvements shown on this plan is approximate in nature and not to scale.